Power the Future with Smarter Innovation
Blue Prism connected-RPA is a business-led platform that accelerates digital
transformation through intelligent automation. When combined, Oracle and Blue Prism
deliver advanced RPA, AI and ML technology for business-critical enterprise applications.

Blue Prism connected-RPA: Intelligent Automation Made Easy
Smart businesses want to deploy intelligent automation, but legacy systems and bolt-on strategies can
derail even the best laid plans. Blue Prism’s connected-RPA is the unification of an intelligent RPA
platform, easy access to advanced automation capabilities and technology that brings innovative ideas
to life.
It’s intuitive intelligent automation—everything businesses need to become more agile, increase their
competitive edge and continue to grow. When intelligent automation is easy, you can streamline business
processes, increase productivity and lower cost.
•

Business-Led. Anyone can innovate with the Blue Prism Digital Workforce. With easy access to AI,
cognitive technologies and intelligent automation skills that mimic human capability, the platform is built
for business users, with code-optional automation and AI.

•

Technology-Controlled. Blue Prism’s Digital Workers easily connect to your systems of record, processes
& other technologies, creating simplicity with governance, to support scale. Expanding on Blue Prism
pillars of scalability & security, compliance and nonrepudiation is built-in, making it easy to audit.

•

More Intelligent. When faster innovation is the goal, a more intelligent platform is a must. Blue Prism’s
Digital Workforce offers robust features and quick connections to cutting edge technologies, delivering the
power of choice and paving the way for sustainable digital transformation.

Fueling the New Workforce: Oracle + Blue Prism
Integrating Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce with Oracle’s leading Cloud applications exponentially increases
efficiency, while promoting strict adherence to operational processes. With security, scalability and performance
prioritized, businesses powering this new workforce can expect to achieve the following enterprise benefits:
•

World-class Security. Blue Prism’s Veracode security level is Verified Continuous— the highest level of
the Verified program.

•
•
•
•
•
•

User-friendly Intelligent Automation with No code Access to AI. Allows business process owners to
drive the Intelligent Automation process definitions rather than IT.
Reduced Operational Cost. Run your business in a more cost-effective way with rapid automation of
manual, rules-based, back office administrative processes.
Improved Accuracy. Eliminate human error, capture more process data and reduce costly mistakes.
Increased Customer Satisfaction. Improve customer experiences, with faster, smarter outcomes.
Amplified Growth & Productivity. Deliver new services quickly & affordably.
Proven Competitive Advantage. Integrate innovative technologies and stay ahead of the competition
with faster, more complete digital transformation.
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Streamline, Simplify & Execute at Scale
It’s time to reimagine digital transformation with RPA initiatives that create quick wins - but deliver long-lasting
value. Blue Prism’s intelligent RPA platform enables business process owners to easily integrate with Oracle’s entire
portfolio of enterprise applications to create a Digital Workforce that works in concert with people to streamline
and seamlessly execute secure business processes—and do it at scale.

Tackling the Planet’s Most Challenging Problems Together
Blue Prism works closely with Oracle’s dedicated vertical organizations to combine deep domain industry expertise
with innovative automations to solve the most complex business problems facing global industries – challenges
such as helping banks shut down currency laundering channels used by drug traffickers and terrorists, and offering
health science leaders new ways to more accurately analyze clinical data to bring new, innovative treatments to
market faster and more safely.

Performance, Security & Power of Choice
The Blue Prism Digital Workforce brings smart innovation into workflows, improving business outcomes, increasing
productivity and lowering cost. By performing what are currently manual, labor-intensive tasks, Blue Prism’s Digital
Workforce can exponentially increase efficiency, while adapting easily to new changing regulatory requirements.
This partnership not only provides flexibility and configurability for case management tasks, but also accelerates
the ability to execute workflow with speed and precision, turning compliance into a competitive advantage.

Oracle Financial Crimes & Compliance Management (FCCM) Solutions
(Financial Services Global Business Unit (FSGBU)
•

The ability to produce a clean audit trail is essential for regulated industries, and especially key
when dealing with financial crimes investigations. A Digital Workforce requires the same security,
oversight and governance as a human workforce. Automations can be managed from a single platform that
includes non-repudiation functions for all collected logfiles—total and centralized control of all RPA processes.
The result/output of logfiles can be used as audited evidence in financial investigation cases.

•

Case management activities for financial crimes investigations are slow, incomplete and error
prone. By integrating Blue Prism into Oracle’s Enterprise Case Management (ECM) platform, banks can
dramatically improve investigative outcomes by training Digital Workers to handle a variety of tasks such as
enriching cases through automated calls to legacy systems and external information services, derisking the
“Know Your Customer” KYC onboarding process, and automating error-prone regulatory reporting processes.

•

Expanding trade-based money laundering detection capabilities is a necessity. As global commerce
increases, so does financial crime. Approximately 5% global GDP flows through over 3500 Free Trade Zones
(FTZs) across the globe, posing a particularly difficult challenge for governments and financial institutions
working with high volumes of paper-based and cash transactions that are not subject to typical tax and
regulatory oversight. Digital Workers reduce the burdens on investigators and case managers, gathering
structured and unstructured data, consolidating findings and flagging discrepancies.
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Bringing both internal and external financial data into Oracle Financial Services Investigation Hub allows
investigators to easily transform data feeds with powerful graph technology to help uncover otherwise hidden
suspicious transaction patterns.

Oracle Health Sciences Clinical Development Lifecycle Solutions
(Health Sciences Global Business Unit (HSGBU)
•

The pharmaceutical industry is highly regulated and subject to rules enforced by governmental
agencies around the world to protect the health and well-being of the public. organizations spend
an inordinate amount of time validating and monitoring data management solutions within
regulatory guidelines. Automating these manual, labor intensive and time-consuming processes means
that study teams can meet compliance faster and with fewer errors.

•

Oracle’s Data Management Workbench (DMW) manages large amounts of clinical data to help
pharmaceutical companies identify and respond to trial issues as early and as quickly as possible.
The entire process is governed globally by various regulatory agencies including the US Food &
Drug Administration (FDA) who validate data integrity and unauthorized use. Validation is a manual,
tedious and error-prone process with multiple individuals spending weeks clicking through screens, taking
screenshots, documenting, waiting for approvals, signing forms, etc. before moving into production.
Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce can exponentially reduce time to production while promoting strict adherence
to operational guidelines to ensure a clean audit trail as evidence for validation purposes. Further, a library of
Blue Prism objects can be reused in other automation processes and easily adapted to new and changing
regulatory requirements.

NEW: Oracle Cloud Infrastructure/“Bring Your Own License” Offering on Oracle Cloud
Marketplace
•

Blue Prism and Oracle are delivering greater flexibility and choice for RPA users with a “bring
your own license” (BYOL) offering deployed from the Oracle Cloud Marketplace – expanding
our ongoing collaboration with Oracle and making it easier for customers to run Blue Prism on
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. It also delivers on Blue Prism’s vision of giving customers access to end-toend automation solutions that cover the broadest range of IT environments — including on-premises,
hybrid, and SaaS — an industry first.

•

The BYOL listing on Oracle Cloud Marketplace is Blue Prism pre-installed on an image for easy
deployment on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure; those with existing Blue Prism licenses can
migrate software licenses to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Oracle customers can also use existing
Oracle Universal Credits to pay for cloud infrastructure services. The offering gives Oracle customers an
opportunity to experience Blue Prism on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, as well as introduces them to the
possibilities of intelligent automation.
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